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Looking in the Past for a Discourse of Motherhood:
Birgitta of Sweden and Julia Kristeva
Laura Saetveit Miles
n 1975, julia kristeva, the Bulgarian-French philosopher, liter-
ary critic, psychoanalyst, sociologist, and feminist, was pregnant.1 
She was also writing, and the essays from the years surrounding 
the birth of her son in 1976 reflect a deep concern for maternity and 
its relationship to female sexuality and feminism. In one of her most 
provocative essays, which first appeared as the article “Héréthique de 
l’amour” in 1977 in the periodical Tel Quel (Winter 1977) and later as a 
chapter titled “Stabat Mater” in her book Histoires de l’amour in 1983, 
Kristeva delves into the history of the cult of the Virgin, engaging with 
the early Christian and medieval Marian tradition by means of Marina 
Warner’s influential book, Alone of All Her Sex: the Myth and Cult of the 
Virgin Mary (1976). As critic Toril Moi explains in her Kristeva Reader, 
where this essay is reprinted, Kristeva’s main concern is “to point out 
that today, due to the demise of the cult of the Virgin, and of religion 
in general, we are left without a satisfactory discourse on motherhood.”2 
But Kristeva does something unusual in this essay: she intersperses 
stream-of-consciousness, intimately personal observations of her own 
experience of pregnancy, childbirth, and motherhood. This inner nar-
rative is set off typographically from the main critical narrative (fig. 1). 
Neither narrative acknowledges the other, leaving it to the reader to 
deduce the meaning of this startling juxtaposition of individual story 
and Christian history. 
Six hundred years earlier, another female author was also writing in 
search of a discourse of motherhood, also struggling to incorporate an 
inner narrative within a larger critical narrative. St. Birgitta of Sweden, 
born in 1303, married and had eight children before receiving a calling 
vision in which God stated her role as “bride and channel” of Christ.3 
I
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Figure 1. Excerpt from Julia Kristeva, 
“Héréthique de l’amour,” Tel Quel 
(Winter, 1977), 30-49 (p. 30-31).
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Over the next forty years Birgitta experienced hundreds of visions which 
she and her confessors recorded in her Liber Celestis Revelationes, a text 
popular throughout late medieval Europe. Her cult was particularly 
strong in England, where the Revelationes were translated into Middle 
English and influenced generations of holy women. In some of her 
book’s most provocative passages, Birgitta hears from the Virgin Mary 
herself how the event of the Annunciation (Luke 1:26-38), the moment 
of the conception of Christ, offered unique access to divine truth much 
like the access offered by the divine vision. Ultimately Birgitta herself 
experiences a “mystical pregnancy” which the Virgin must help her 
understand as the irrefutable proof of her prophetic vocation. 
This essay explores two parallel trajectories of mythic retrospection: 
medieval “myths” of the Biblical past (like Birgitta’s prophetic visions), 
and modern “myths” of the medieval past (like Kristeva’s survey). Both 
trajectories have as their common destination a paradoxically historical 
and yet legendary figure: the Virgin Mary. I will examine how Birgitta, 
not alone among medieval female visionaries, appropriates and manipu-
lates the figure of the Virgin Mary in an effort to discover a discourse of 
motherhood that accommodates female authorship. The scene of the 
Annunciation provides a key locus for this appropriation. Mary, book 
in hand, is interrupted at her reading by Gabriel; she accepts her role as 
the Mother of God and becomes the human vessel of the Word made 
flesh. Mary’s literate prayer at the Incarnation provided medieval women 
with a model of reading, devotion, and vision remarkably adaptable to 
the individual writer’s needs. Not only did mothers look to Mary in their 
search for a model of female authority, but also women without children 
(virgins, widows, celibates) imagined themselves as reenacting Mary’s 
(pro)creation by creating a text: did these acts of self-definition through 
an imitatio Mariae actually serve to redefine, or even originate, a new 
image of Mary as an “author-mother” (or “mother-author”)?
To highlight the profound innovation of such a discourse of mother-
authorship, I will put this fourteenth-century saint in dialogue with a 
living theorist.4 I will not just “read” Birgitta using Kristeva, but read 
Kristeva using Birgitta, to see how each can illuminate the other’s desire 
to find in the past what her present lacks. How and why does the Virgin 
Mary escape ancient history to become a lively, enigmatic presence for 
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both these women? Kristeva invites this kind of comparison between 
herself and a medieval author by reaching back to the Middle Ages in 
her essay “Stabat Mater” and later works, although it is not necessary to 
claim she read Birgitta specifically.5 By analyzing Kristeva and Birgitta 
side-by-side, we can see how they share a common struggle, as female 
authors, to negotiate their private maternality with their public narrative 
production—as well as their public pregnancy and private publication. 
This analysis yields a productive critical leap, one that neither author 
explicitly claims, but is vital to their positions: that the discourse of 
motherhood aligns with a discourse of authorship, of the inscribed 
voice of the mother; that the conception and birth of a child offer a 
paradigm—indeed a “birthright”—for the conception and birth of a text. 
The key to this argument is the Annunciation: the iconic underpinning 
of the history of literate motherhood in the West. 
birgitta’s corpus includes over seven hundred revelations. In them 
Christ as holy spouse is the central figure, while in at least a third, 
Mary acts as Birgitta’s instructor, intercessor, and guide. The visions 
frequently depict a vivid imitatio Mariae wherein the Virgin’s recep-
tion of the Incarnation functions as the primary model for Birgitta’s 
own reception of the visionary gift. In one of the first revelations in the 
Revelationes, Mary describes the moment when Gabriel visited her (bk. 
1, ch. 10). Mary’s account does not rewrite the past or contradict Luke’s 
Gospel; in fact, she quotes it directly in several places, reinforcing the 
authority of the biblical story. What the vision offers is a supplement to 
scripture: an expansion detailing a first-person, introspective commen-
tary angled to provide an authorizing model for Birgitta as mystic and 
prophet. The repeated emphasis on Mary’s unworthiness, culminating 
in the perfect alignment of her will with God’s, demonstrates the ideal 
state for spiritually conceiving the Son in the heart or soul.
The deeper significance of the Annunciation for Birgitta only 
becomes apparent several books later, when Mary again recalls the 
Incarnation event as she advises Birgitta about how she should proceed 
concerning a priest lying about his sins. Here we can see that Birgitta 
also understood Mary’s incarnation of Christ as the moment when she 
was filled with the wisdom of God and given the gift of prophecy of 
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the present, that is, knowledge about things that are otherwise secret.6 
Mary explains to Birgitta about God’s love:
In the fervor of his love he sent me his messenger and gave me to 
understand his decision that I should become the Mother of God. 
When I understood what the will of God was, then, through the 
fire of love that I bore in my heart towards God, a word of true 
obedience at once left my lips, and I gave this answer to the mes-
senger, saying: ‘May it be done according to your word.’ At that 
very instant the Word was made flesh in me. The Son of God 
became my son. The two of us had one son who is both God and 
man, as I am both Mother and Virgin. As my Son Jesus Christ, 
true God and wisest of men, lay in my womb, I received such great 
wisdom through him that I not only could understand the learn-
ing of scholars, I could even discern whether their hearts were true, 
whether their words proceeded from love for God or from mere 
scholarly cleverness. . . . I am she who heard the truth from the lips 
of Gabriel and believed without doubting. This is why Truth took 
for himself flesh and blood from my body and remained in me. I 
gave birth to that same Truth who was in himself both God and 
man. Inasmuch as Truth, who is the Son of God, willed to come 
to me and to dwell in me and to be born from me, I know fully well 
whether people have truth on their lips or not. (3.8, 5-7, 15-16)7
The “word” Mary utters at the Annunciation (“May it be done accord-
ing to your word”) aligns with both the divine Word, the logos (λόγος) 
or verbum of John 1:14 (et verbum caro factum est et habitavit in nobis, 
“And the Word was made flesh and dwelt among us”), and the “words” 
of the scholars. Physical conception of the Word of God grants Mary 
immediate access to the scholastic realm of letters, texts, and books, 
otherwise generally closed to women. Her “special power” to discern 
truth, essentially an act of interpretation, springs directly from the divine 
and is funneled through Birgitta, who becomes exempt from the rigid 
training and requirements that make “scholars” out of men. Mary as 
mediatrix not only mediates between God and man but also between 
man’s word and his intent, although the most intriguing interpretive act 
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is her ability to distinguish between God’s truth as mediated by language 
(by the book) and the unmediated truth direct from God: “whether their 
words proceeded from love for God or from mere scholarly cleverness.”
Birgitta would have understood Mary as ideally positioned between 
a book and God’s charity. Like any late medieval Christian, Birgitta 
would have been intimately familiar with the Annunciation iconography 
of Mary holding a book. As she was greeted by the angel with the news 
of her conception of Christ, Mary was traditionally imagined as read-
ing the Old Testament prophecy of the Incarnation, “Behold, a virgin 
shall conceive and bear a son” (Isaiah 7:14). The theology behind the 
iconography was that as Mary read the Word of God, Christ came alive 
in her womb.8 Her consent enabled the Word to be made flesh, as in 
John 1:14: et verbum caro factum est. From the mid-eleventh century on, 
commentators capitalized on this convention, riffing on such an elegant 
Incarnational metaphor. For example, Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153) 
addresses the Virgin in one of his immensely popular sermons: Responde 
verbum, et suscipe Verbum: profer tuum, et concipe divinum (“Respond with 
a word and receive the Word: give yours and conceive God’s”).9 
The image of Mary’s book, so deeply imbedded in Western culture, 
could be understood as an iconographical shadow of almost any repre-
sentation of medieval women reading and writing. Yet with a visionary 
author like Birgitta, the pictorial parallels are no longer generic but 
particular, powerful evocations of the iconography of the Incarnation. I 
place a fairly traditional late-fourteenth century Italian polyptych of the 
Annunciation (fig. 2) next to a contemporary Italian illumination of Bir-
gitta receiving revelations (fig. 3), and the striking similarities underscore 
the central importance of the Annunciation scene for understanding 
Birgitta’s prophetic vocation. Both have rays of light, symbolizing the 
Holy Spirit (the dove), shooting down from the hand of Jesus (from 
the hand of Mary, too, in Birgitta’s image) to the earthly recipient of 
the divine message. Both women hold a book in their lap with their left 
hands; Birgitta’s right hand actively welcomes the divine, while Mary’s 
rests on her heart. Birgitta’s desk with writing utensils carefully laid 
out replaces the book-laden prie-dieu often stationed in front of the 
Virgin (here a background bench with more books). Birgitta and Mary 
sit alone, faced only by an angel, while crowds of saints and the heavenly 
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Figure 2, above. Giovanni 
del Biondo, Polyptych of 
the Annunciation. Italy, late 
fourteenth century. Accademia 
del cimento, Florence, Italy. 
Photographic credit: Scala/Art 
Resource, New York.
Figure 3, left. Birgitta receives 
inspired revelations. Frontispiece 
to Book 1 of Birgitta’s Revela-
tions, MS M. 498, f. 4v. Italy, 
late fourteenth century. The 
Pierpont Morgan Library, New 
York. Photographic credit: 
The Pierpont Morgan Library.
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host surround them, observing at a distance: the women’s interaction 
with the divine is a private one with immense public consequence. The 
profound consequence of the Incarnation is the risen Christ, represented 
in both works as secondary scenes: in the polyptych in the bottom panel, 
the women bow to Jesus raised from the tomb; in the illumination, on 
the left a priest raises the Host in a celebration of the Eucharist, on 
which appears the infant Christ loosed from heaven on a breath of fire. 
The small body of Christ held aloft, both God and man, both baby 
and bread, unfurls a word-scroll from his hand. Like Birgitta’s book, it 
holds no words but rather signals the metaphorical embodiment of God 
in verbo. The hovering angel’s outstretched arms clarify for the viewer 
the equivalence between the two scenes. Birgitta felt this correspondence 
viscerally. Book 6 of the Revelationes relates her remarkable experience 
of mystical pregnancy, worth quoting in full: 
On the eve of the birth of the Lord such a miraculous and great 
exultation of the heart happened to the bride of Christ, so that 
she was barely able to hold herself together because of the happi-
ness, and in that same moment she felt in her heart sensible and 
wonderful movement, as if in her heart were a living boy turning 
himself around and around. While this motion continued, she 
showed it to her spiritual father and her other spiritual friends, 
lest perhaps it was an illusion. Who, testing the truth with sight 
and touch, were amazed. And so therefore on that same day in the 
highest mass appeared the mother of God and said to the spouse: 
“Daughter, you wonder at this motion that you feel in your heart. 
You ought to know that this is not an illusion, but a manifestation 
of something similar to the sweetness and compassion given to me. 
For just as you are ignorant of the way exultation and the motion of 
the heart came to you so suddenly, thus the coming into me of my 
son was wondrous and sudden. For when I consented to the angel 
who announced the conception of the son of God, immediately I 
sensed in me something wondrous and living. And when he was 
born from me, he came forth from my closed maiden womb with 
unutterable exultation and miraculous quickness. Thus, daughter, 
do not fear an illusion but be thankful, for this movement you feel 
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is a sign of my son’s coming into your heart. As my son assigns 
to you the name of his new bride, so I call you my daughter-
in-law. . . . We wish to show our friends and the world our will 
through you. Truly that motion of your heart will stay with you 
and will equally increase the capacity of your heart.” (6.88: 1-8)10
At the time of the liturgical celebration of Christ’s birth, Birgitta 
becomes literally impregnated with the spiritual in a modeling of Mary’s 
maternity. This impregnation corporally manifests itself as if a living 
child were moving “in her heart” with “unutterable exaltation.”11 In 
an echo of Luke’s Annunciation scene, Mary then appears to her to 
announce the parallel between Birgitta’s spiritual pregnancy and the 
Virgin’s physical pregnancy with the Son of God. Now the Mother of 
God arrives as the messenger instead of Gabriel, echoing his Ne timeas 
of Luke 1:29. She passes on a kind of holy women’s lore of mystical 
pregnancy, becoming a mother to a mother, both bearing the same 
Son. Mary interprets, or “reads,” Birgitta’s impregnation as a “sign” of 
her son’s coming. Just as the Virgin became pregnant with the Word 
made flesh, so Birgitta finds herself pregnant not with a child but with 
the Word of God, with Christ present in her visions and speaking again 
to the world. 
Mystical pregnancy such as this was not unusual in the later Middle 
Ages, but Birgitta’s experience stands out as exceptional for several rea-
sons.12 Not only is it unlikely she was aware of or heavily influenced 
by other visionaries’ similar experiences, she stood out from them as a 
mother among female virgins or celibate men. Also unusual: the mean-
ing of her mystical pregnancy was explained to her by Mary herself, 
the figure of imitation. Most importantly, the pregnancy physically 
manifested Birgitta’s prophetic voice, authenticating her words through 
a bodily sign—a meaning unique to this saint. 
Several critics have attempted to situate this unusual episode within 
the context of Birgitta’s prophetic vocation.13 Most notably among them, 
Claire Sahlin, in her book Birgitta of Sweden and the Voice of Prophecy, 
considers at length the phenomenon of the mystical pregnancy and its 
function in Birgitta’s life, arguing that Birgitta does intend to claim 
that she truly somatically experienced the stirring feeling of a child 
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(it was not simply metaphorical or “felt” within a vision) and that she 
considered this as a physical correlation to her visionary incarnation of 
Christ. Birgitta, of course, was well acquainted with pregnancy, having 
had eight children, although when she received this vision she had been 
widowed and celibate for several decades. Sahlin convincingly argues that 
Birgitta was not at all expressing a “longing to return to the time when 
she gave birth to her physical children” as presumed by some critics, but 
rather that she “felt authorized through the maternal role to serve as an 
outspoken prophet and vehicle of divine revelation.”14 Mary’s comfort-
ing words to Birgitta at the time of the mystical pregnancy validate the 
maternal role of outspoken prophet, which, I would add to Sahlin’s 
argument, also extends to the maternal role of author—of textual cre-
ator. Just as the result of Mary’s conception of God’s Word is the body 
of the living Christ, so the result of Birgitta’s channeling of God’s word 
is the body of written Revelationes.15 Writing offers embodiment to her 
transitory visionary experiences. This is what Mary commands: “We 
wish to show our friends and the world our will through you.” Birgitta 
will fulfill Mary’s command not just by passively receiving the revela-
tions, but by actively translating them into texts to be shown to friends of 
Christ and Mary: fellow readers. Birgitta’s progeny are now prophecies; 
her children are her books; her incarnate Christ is captured on the page 
for all the world to read.
kristeva’s writings reveal a lifelong concern with Mary. Over years of 
exploring the maternal, the feminine, the sacred, and the semiotic in 
her work in literature, linguistics, and psychoanalysis, she circles back 
again and again to questions first raised in her 1977 essay concerning 
the cult of the Virgin.16 It opens with Kristeva’s frustration with the 
limitations placed on the idea of motherhood by modern feminism. She 
laments that while for our modern civilization the representation of 
femininity is absorbed by motherhood, motherhood in turn is absorbed 
by a fantasy of an idealized relationship with the mother—an idealiza-
tion of primary narcissism—not really about the mother at all, but 
the son, the phallus. As she explains, “when feminism demands a new 
representation of femininity, it seems to identify motherhood with that 
idealized misconception and, because it rejects the image and its misuse, 
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feminism circumvents the real experience that fantasy overshadows.”17 In 
other words, feminism throws the baby out with the bathwater. Kristeva 
probes the history of the cult of the Virgin in order to understand how 
Christianity develops a “refined symbolic construct in which feminin-
ity . . . is focused on Maternality.” She defines the “maternal” as that 
“ambivalent principle that is bound to the species, on the one hand, and 
on the other stems from the identity catastrophe that causes the Name 
to topple over into the unnameable that one imagines as femininity, 
non-language or body.”18 Here the Name, the Law of the Father, finds 
itself unavoidably destabilized by the pregnant or potentially pregnant 
body of the mother and the pre-linguistic state it presupposes, accord-
ing to Kristeva. 
In turn, Kristeva examines the history of the cult of the Virgin, 
mostly medieval, concluding that the function of the “Virginal Mater-
nal” in the Western symbolic economy is one where the Virgin Mother 
occupies a territory that extends into the extra-linguistic regions of the 
unnameable, the territory of “milk and tears.” While Freud and Jung 
offer a “massive nothing” towards an understanding of maternal experi-
ence, Kristeva is able to argue that the Virginal Maternal nonetheless 
does succeed in several ways: it becomes one of the more successful 
ways of dealing with feminine paranoia, as it was able “to attract wom-
en’s wishes for identification as well as the very precise interposition of 
those who assumed to keep watch over the symbolic and social order.”19 
Ultimately, however, it does not allow for an image of the mother as a 
“speaking social being.”20 
In the midst of all this history, theory, and philosophy concerning 
the Virgin, why put her own first-person experience as mother in paral-
lel to the story of the Mother of God? What does it mean that Kristeva 
writes her soul and body into this text? In the first interpolation of the 
personal narrative, featured in figure 1, she expresses her struggle to 
write that which is within her, to articulate the experience of growing 
“a yet formless, unnameable embryo” (d’un embryon encore informe, 
innomable). She grasps at “words that are always too distant” (mots 
toujours trop lointains), and finds that to articulate the experience of 
conception and pregnancy, to write, is also to love: “what is loving, for a 
woman, the same thing as writing” (Qu’est-ce aimer, pour une femme, 
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la même chose qu’écrire). As she uses language to identify that extra-
linguistic thing inside of her womb, she exclaims: WORD FLESH 
(VERBE FLESH). Both of these function as metaphors of the invisible: 
for the WORD, the invisible semiotic meaning; for the FLESH, the 
invisible flesh of the embryo. Kristeva at first seems to refer to the body 
of her unborn child when she writes, “Let a body venture at last out of 
its shelter, take a chance with meaning under a veil of words” (Qu’un 
corps s’aventure enfin hors de son abri, s’y risque en sens sous voile 
de mots). But as much as that embryo comes from her own flesh and 
blood, she is also talking about the emergence of her own subjectivity 
into this personalized text, out of the shelter of theory and criticism, to 
take a chance with meaning derived from discussion of her own body. 
It is her flesh that becomes word—the French verbe perilously close to 
the Latin verbum. She learns how to give voice to maternal experience 
by means of her own pregnancy. 
Throughout “Stabat Mater” Kristeva is concerned, as she is in her 
broader work on linguistics and child development, with the relationship 
between reproduction and meaning, between womb and word, which 
is at the heart of her semiotic theory. But in this essay she approaches 
head-on the act of writing only at this moment, the moment of concep-
tion of her own pregnancy narrative. Once she gains momentum, moving 
on in the essay, this acute awareness of the intersection of the discourse 
of writing and the discourse of love—or motherhood—fades. Despite 
what she might define as the pre- or extra-linguistic nature of the little 
cells multiplying inside her, they drive her, or perhaps liberate her, to 
inscribe her own maternality in the form of a text. With this exclamation 
WORD FLESH she echoes the Christic Word made flesh, but she does 
not engage further with the ways in which the discourse of motherhood 
in Christianity returns, again and again, to not just language in general 
but its specific manifestations in reading and writing. Surprisingly, in 
this essay Kristeva never directly addresses the scene of the Annuncia-
tion and its rich language and iconography, which was so central to the 
spirituality of medieval visionary women like Birgitta of Sweden. Mary 
never reads—even Mary’s voice in her conversation with the angel does 
not play a part. Perhaps here at this moment of authorial self-reflection, 
more than anywhere else in this piece, Kristeva misses out on the crucial 
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connection Mary offered to Birgitta: that for the Virgin and her cult, 
the maternal body is not reduced to silence; motherhood can give voice 
to the mother and enable authorhood. 
Prior to any mention of milk or tears, Mary finds voice in the Scrip-
ture when she accepts the role of Mother of God: “May it be done 
according to your word” are the words Birgitta hears Mary repeat in 
her first revelation from the Mother of God. Mary’s speech echoes 
throughout Birgitta’s visions. Luke’s written account no longer limits 
the Virgin’s voice, and she freely elaborates for the saint a new narrative 
of authentic confession and inclusive love. By no means is Birgitta alone 
in hearing the unbridled voice of Mary fresh in the visionary medium: 
other medieval holy women, such as Margery Kempe, Elizabeth of Töss, 
and Julian of Norwich likewise envision a speaking Mother of God 
whose words shape her unique relationship to divinity. 
The way Birgitta in particular conceptualizes Mary’s maternality as 
a vehicle for the female voice and a justification for textual production 
seems like an essential missing piece in both Kristeva’s autobiographi-
cal agenda and her theoretical analysis. In her 1998 letter exchange with 
Catherine Clément, published as The Feminine and the Sacred, Kristeva 
circles continually around the figure of Mary, at times jubilantly (“didn’t 
Mary make it possible for women to hold up their heads?”21), at times 
not: 
You’ll grant me that I am not unaware of the traps that this sacré 
woman has set to snare our femininity for the last two thousand 
years: the body reduced to the ears and to tears; concealment of 
the sexuality I would not look at, under all the draping possible 
and imaginable by the best painters, and by the rest; sanctification 
of suffering and sorrow and, only afterward, the recognition of an 
incomparable power. Our queen of heaven may dominate the mys-
tic depths, but she is rarely seen along the byways of power within 
the Church community.22
For Kristeva the Virgin connives against “our femininity,” letting “the 
best painters” mask her body, shunning access to ecclesiastical or social 
power. Women seeking out Mary find an oppressive silence: “she bridles 
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them when she does not bully them: on your knees, ladies, you are only a 
place of transition, look after the children and the sick, no sex or politics, 
the ear and understanding are worth more than a sexed body, you can 
never be told often enough.”23 To be sure, Kristeva’s summations of the 
Virgin’s message ring true in many circumstances, but are those not the 
ones most often constructed by men for women?24 The Pauline decrees, 
the patristic formulations, the misogynistic doctrines dominate social 
discourse but do not eradicate an alternative narrative pronounced by 
many medieval holy women. Epitomized by Birgitta, the Virgin’s mes-
sage as most often constructed by medieval holy women unbridles the 
female mouth; engages the holy woman in politics; endorses extended 
interpretation and critique over mere understanding; transforms the 
denigrated sexed (maternal) body into an exalted corpus of divine revela-
tion. Much more than “only a place of transition,” the maternal body 
extends a prolonged engagement with the benefits of motherhood: for 
Mary in Birgitta’s revelation, her gestation of the Truth lends her a 
lasting power of discernment able to interrogate the wisest of scholars; 
for Birgitta herself, an irrefutable proof of the truth of her visionary 
encounter. Birgitta’s prior motherhood—exhibited eight times over—
revisits her celibate body in order to demonstrate explicitly the validity 
of a sacred maternal that cannot be concealed by “all the draping pos-
sible and imaginable” and is in fact authenticated by the touch of her 
male confessors. 
Like Birgitta’s expressive body, “Stabat Mater” itself is also “showing.” 
Typographically enveloped and yet displayed by the primary theoretical 
narrative, Kristeva’s inset personal narrative offers the impression of a 
text gestating within a text, of an embryo growing within a womb. It 
bulges from within the theoretical framework which nourishes it seman-
tically and supports it visually. By the end of the essay the narratives 
are suspended in a moment of birthing, where the two columns end 
simultaneously, and the embryonic text emerges equal and distinct on 
the page. This is not, however, how the author intended her work. In a 
1984 interview with Rosalind Coward shortly after Histoires de l’amour 
was published, Kristeva explains her logic behind the dual narrative in 
“Stabat Mater:”
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I wanted to give an image of this contradiction which is, on the one 
hand, a description of the universal and the individual and, on the 
other hand, the involvement of the author. I tried to give an image 
of this in the chapter of Histoires d’amour, which is about maternal 
love and presented in two kinds of typeface: on the left you have a 
sort of literary poetic text and on the right, a more theoretical or 
academic discourse. And for me it’s not a coherent text. I didn’t 
want to give an impression of coherence, on the contrary I wanted 
to give an impression of a sort of wound, a scar.25
Kristeva’s understanding of her own text as a wound dramatically diverges 
from—and subsequently enriches—my reading of it as a womb. She says 
she did not intend her dual narratives to be coherent, and this would 
be entirely in keeping with the obsession with fragmentation marking 
the Tel Quel movement at this time and exemplified by typographically 
experimental texts such as Jacques Derrida’s Glas.26 Because of this drive 
towards disunity and the injured sense, Kristeva sets up her texts to “fail” 
each other: just as the Marian tradition cannot offer modern feminism 
any real solution, so her academic discourse cannot fulfill any needs 
of her personal discourse. Materiality, and material disruption, denies 
any totalizing philosophy—so the avant garde theorists would insist. 
I would argue that one reason why Kristeva’s intended fragmentation 
could be seen to be redeemed by an alternate reading of typographical 
and semantic cohesion is the same reason why Christ’s broken body is 
in fact a guarantee of wholeness.27 Incarnational theory, rooted in the 
miraculous unity of God and man in Mary’s womb at the Annunciation, 
insists that materiality, especially textual materiality, can be an agent 
for coherence and redemption just as the Son had to be the Word made 
flesh and broken in order rise again and offer the wholeness of salvation 
to mankind. Kristeva’s reference to the disruptive wound finds a startling 
inversion in the medieval construction of the wound in Christ’s side 
as Julian of Norwich describes it in her Revelation of Love: the wound 
expands into a womb, as it is a “fair delectable place, and large inow 
for alle mankinde that shalle be saved to rest in pees and in love.”28 In 
medieval devotional discourse the blood of the Son’s wound nurtures 
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just like the milk from the Mother’s breast.29 The wound stays open 
in order to heal. 
If we return to Kristeva’s image of this contradiction of theoretical 
description and authorial involvement, we can also imagine this as the 
juxtaposition of Birgitta’s public text of the vision and the private text of 
her body: two narratives, one divine, one human, yet intertwined, inex-
tricably linked through maternality. For Birgitta the coherence of the 
two is unquestionable. In terms of her career, the “spiritual pregnancy” 
episode became central to Birgitta’s validation as a prophet. Birgitta’s 
textual publication comes about because her visionary experience can-
not be held within her spirit or soul but extends into the body, into a 
corporal publication in the form of a mystical pregnancy that announces 
to all the world the special ability of woman to speak the divine. Not 
only does the physical movement “show” itself to Birgitta and her priests 
and confessors, Mary’s interpretation of it verifies the authenticity of 
the saint’s prophetic voice—the vocal part of her vocation—and Mary 
demands that the revelations be “shown” beyond the immediate presence 
of her physical body by means of a disseminated text. 
What makes the medieval use of Mary’s role in the Annunciation and 
Incarnation so useful in the construction of a transhistorical, functional 
discourse of motherhood is its effective conflation of the dual definitions 
of conception, originating human life in the womb and originating an 
idea or notion in the mind. With the act of gestation comes an act of 
interpretation: an act of authorship. Searching the past for a vision of 
the future, the literate woman today still desires a model of the mother-
author. Without showing any awareness of this medieval precedent, 
Kristeva fully understands the importance of its impact:
What if the ancestral division between “those who give life” 
(women) and “those who give meaning” (men) were in the process 
of disappearing? . . . It would be a radical upheaval, never before 
seen. . . . After two thousand years of world history dominated by 
the sacredness of the Baby Jesus, might women be in a position 
to give a different coloration to the ultimate sacred, the miracle 
of human life: not life for itself, but life bearing meaning, for the 
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formulation of which women are called upon to offer their desire 
and their words?30
This is the vision Birgitta saw. Her version was not a radical social 
upheaval, but a practical spiritual upheaval, premised upon the righ-
teousness of the female voice under the authority of God—and shared 
with the Mother of God, whose voice resonates independently of “the 
sacredness of the Baby Jesus.” Within this view I do not mean to imply 
that Birgitta challenges the supreme power given to God and Christ 
by the patriarchal system which formed, maintained, and continues 
to define orthodox Catholicism. Even for Mary, her initial maternal-
ity relied upon Christ’s presence in her womb, and her unique state as 
Virgin Mother reflects centuries of misogynistic theology. As Birgitta’s 
example has demonstrated, however, the aftereffects of that unique 
maternality can be appropriated and reinterpreted by a woman without 
Christ’s direct involvement and in a way which ignores or challenges 
that misogynistic theology. Through WORD and FLESH, the liter-
ate mother can help rehabilitate her female status as a “speaking social 
being.”
In bringing together this single essay of Kristeva’s—paradoxically, 
perhaps, her most well known but least representative piece of writing 
concerned with feminism–with a single scene from the rich tradition of 
medieval holy women’s visionary literature, I do not intend to impugn 
Kristeva for her ignorance of that tradition. It was, after all, by and large 
outside the purview of her critical agenda; as Janet Todd explains about 
the theoretical movement of which Kristeva was a part at this time,
[F]rench critics . . . had little interest in past female writing which 
they regarded as deeply embedded within patriarchal cultural and 
linguistic structures. They were largely uninterested in describ-
ing a few markers of how women wrote in distinction to men at a 
particular unenlightened time in history.31
That agenda of retrieval and recuperation, rather, belongs to the Anglo-
American school of feminist criticism, spearheaded in the 1970s by critics 
such as Ellen Moers (Literary Women, 1976) and Elaine Showalter (A 
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Literature of Their Own: British Women Novelists from Brontë to Less-
ing, 1977). Yet their explorations of women’s writing barely reach back 
past the eighteenth century. In the thirty-five years or so since “Stabat 
Mater” was first published as “Hérethique de l’amour,” medieval scholars 
have labored to bridge this yawning gap between the variegated field 
of feminist criticism and medieval studies, often by engaging modern 
feminist literary theory as a productive lens through which to analyze 
medieval texts. With this essay I make a parallel critical gesture in 
a complementary direction: to show how medieval women’s writing 
might challenge, and force fresh considerations of, the work of modern 
feminist critics such as Kristeva. In this I echo the aspirations of Judith 
Bennett, who in her cornerstone article “Medievalism and Feminism,” 
asks and answers the question, “Where will feminist scholarship lead 
medieval studies in the twenty-first century?” 32
Certainly, feminist scholarship on the Middle Ages will continue to 
transform medieval studies itself, helping to create a fuller and more 
nuanced understanding of medieval life and culture. Yet it is also my hope 
that we will help to direct medieval studies back to the present, back to 
critical engagement not only with contemporary issues and audiences 
but also with our nonmedievalist colleagues.
Medieval holy women’s literature offers perhaps the deepest, freshest 
source of exhilarating material with which to feed this critical engage-
ment bridging periods and disciplines. Birgitta and other medieval 
female visionaries stand to make many important contributions to 
modern feminist discourse, especially concerning theology and Mar-
ian studies: for instance, as this essay sets out to prove, that the figure 
of the Virgin can offer not a silence of “milk and tears” but a voice of 
authorship enabled by the maternal body. Kristeva’s work points out a 
potential lacuna in the modern feminist understanding of Mary, one 
that can be filled by reaching back to the Middle Ages to find the holy 
women who created innovative, often unorthodox, means of access-
ing the divine and developing an authorial voice.33 While it may be 
unproductive (and anachronistic) to try to apply the label of “feminist” 
to a medieval female author like Birgitta, it is undoubtedly productive 
to explore how her text might problematize and enrich our notions of 
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what it means to be a feminist, a mother, an author, a Christian—both 
in the present and in the past. 
Birgitta’s Revelationes reached thousands of women readers through-
out the late medieval and early modern periods, heavily influencing the 
way that female authority and spiritual activity came to be regarded by 
European society and the Catholic Church. Her writings continue to be 
read today while her Order claims hundreds of sisters around the world. 
It seems safe to conclude that if Birgitta had not found in the Virgin 
Mary a satisfying discourse on motherhood, she would not have found 
the cultural space to bring her visions into the world, to give birth to 
a book. 
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